List items for sale on Craigslist, eBay or Etsy.

Drive Profits
Make money behind the wheel with ride-sharing services like Lyft and Uber.

Use the Square app and its accompanying credit card reader for mobile payments.

Get Gigs
Find all kinds of freelance work on Fiverr.

Rent Space
Turn a spare room or empty house into rental income using Airbnb.

Nearly a quarter of Americans report earning money through the digital "platform economy."

34% of people request a ride-sharing service at least once a month.¹

¹ Between Nov. 8-17, 2017, a total of 706 online interviews were conducted among a nationally representative sample by Consumer Insights, in partnership with Maritz CX.
² Pew Research Center, November, 2016, "Gig Work, Online Selling and Home Sharing"